PUBLIC, SENSES AND SPACE
CARLOS MOURÃO PEREIRA

LOCUS: Let's Open Cities for Us

WORKSHOP

IBIZA 2010
INDOOR PUBLIC SPACE  

2 projects
porcelain and cotton

INCLUSIVE PARTY INSTALLATION - PORTABLE

in partnership with José Jorge Coelho
PORCELAIN AND COTTON  Inclusive Party Installation, Portable
PORCELAIN AND COTTON  Inclusive Party Installation, Portable
PORCELAIN AND COTTON  Inclusive Party Installation, Portable

LOCUS WORKSHOP

IBIZA 2010
water and seaweeds

SEA ROOM, BUDAPEST EXHIBITION
WATER AND SEaweeds Sea Room, Budapest Exhibition
WATER AND SEAWEEDS  *Sea Room, Budapest Exhibition*
OUTDOOR PUBLIC SPACE  4 projects
seaweeds and concrete

SEA BATHING FACILITY  LOURINHÃ, PORTUGAL
SEAWEEDS AND CONCRETE  Sea Bathing Facility, Lourinhã, Portugal
SEaweeds AND CONCRETE  Sea Bathing Facility, Lourinhã, Portugal
SEAWEEDS AND CONCRETE  Sea Bathing Facility, Lourinhã, Portugal
SEAWEEDS AND CONCRETE  Sea Bathing Facility, Lourinhã, Portugal
SEaweeds and Concrete  Sea Bathing Facility, Livorno, Italy
SEaweeds AND CONCRETE  Sea Bathing Facility, Livorno, Italy
WOOD  River Bathing Facility, Kostanjevica na Krki, Slovenia
WOOD River Bathing Facility, Kostanjevica na Krki, Slovenia
WOOD River Bathing Facility, Kostanjevica na Krki, Slovenia
WOOD  River Bathing Facility, Kostanjevica na Krki, Slovenia
wood

RIVER BATHING FACILITY  SCHAFFHAUSEN, SWITZERLAND
diversity  safety  senses